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Taking the lead
19 May 2016

Donnie MacNicol discussesthe value and importance of capable leadership on
major construction projects

Few would argue thatoutstanding leaders are needed to deliver major projects successfully.
Asprojects become bigger, leaders must be capable of managing complex
temporaryorganisations, which often mirror complex businesses. This requires a diverse
rangeof experiences and competencies; as a result, there are not many people whohave the
pedigree to be entrusted with driving often colossal undertakingstowards success.

The leader affects manyelements of a major project, and vice versa. This article will identify
thesefactors and discuss how to develop leaders who are capable of handling
thesechallenges.

Competencies that make thedifference
There are three corecompetencies that successful project leaders should exhibit and exemplify
forother team members. Without these, there is less chance of collaboration andthe collective
energies, expertise and knowledge of the team can be squandered.Besides technical abilities
and experience, these competencies make thedifference. They rely strongly on business
acumen, interpersonal skills andorganisational intelligence.

I?m often asked that if I could recommend only one thing to secure more success in major
projects, what would it be? My answer is to hire a project leader who has done it before, that
is, who has a documented track record of being able to deliver major projects successfully.
At Oxford we call such leaders Master Builders.
Bent Flyvbjerg, Chair of Major Programme Management at Oxford University?s Sa?d B
siness School

The competencies are:

-

vision and the big picture:understanding how the project fits the strategic direction
of the organisation,developing the vision for the project and aligning key players
and stakeholderswith it
building key relationships:identifying and building relationships with important
stakeholders, inparticular the project sponsor, client and project team
communication andengagement: looking at the different facets of communication,
includingbranding and marketing, that help to build engagement with, and
commitment to,the project during its lifecycle.
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Developing thesecompetencies, as distinct from the more technical skills such as
planning,requires more than simply imparting knowledge.

The Eight Lookings
The complexity and multipleexpectations of the leader?s role on major projects can be
captured in a model.The idea is that a leader must look in eight directions to identify
andunderstand the whole picture: upwards, outwards, internally, externally,backwards,
forwards, inwards and downwards.

These directions can bepaired because they focus primarily on stakeholders, vision,
keeping on theball and focusing on results (see Table 1). Where does your focus lie, and isit
appropriate for the context in which you are delivering?
Wiring into stakeholders

Looking upwards ? the
sponsorManagingthe
sponsor and governance
team to achieve
organisational commitment
andengagement

Looking outwards ? the
clientManagingthe client,
end user and stakeholders
(e.g. suppliers,
subcontractors) to meettheir
expectations

Achieving the vision

Looking internally ? the
organisation?s vision
Understanding and aligning
to the vision and strategy for
the organisation and its
stakeholders

Looking externally ? the
client?svisionUnderstanding
and aligning to the vision and
strategy for the client and
their stakeholders

Keeping on the ball

Looking backwards ? the
pastMonitoringprogress with
appropriate control systems
so the project meets targets
and the team learns from
mistakes

Looking forwards ? the
futureEnsuringthe team sets
realistic targets and
resourcing them accordingly

Focusing on results

Looking inwards ?my
performance
Reviewing your
performanceto ensure your
leadership
contributespositively to the
project

Looking downwards ? the
team?sperformance
Managingthe team to
maximise individual and
collectiveperformance, across
disciplines, divisions and
cultures

Table 1: The Eight Lookings: where a project leader must look to understand the full
context of a major project

I have used the EightLookings in different ways; for instance, to check how well project
leaders?focus is aligned (or not) with that of the project sponsor, and to help projectteams in
trying to understand whether their collective focus was creating blindspots. The Eight Lookings
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can also be used to assist leaders or teams wherethings are going well but they want to
improve their performance further.

Impact of culture
To have meaningfulconversations with organisations, I developed a project culture matrix
(seeFigure 1). This identifies the type of project leader and the leadership stylethat will thrive in
an organisation?s culture, distinguished by the level ofcentralisation and collaboration. It
applies to the organisation for which theleader works or their client. It has led to interesting
observations, such as:

-

the culture of the client orsupplier is different, presenting challenges for working
across boundaries
the current culture is notwhat they would like it to be ? they would typically wish to
increasecollaboration
there are multiple culturesacross an organisation, which have an impact on its
overall effectiveness andchange the project leader?s experiences
whether leaders can be foundwho have demonstrable experience of successfully
delivering projects in acertain type of culture.

This raises the question ofwhat actions are needed when a project leader is not best suited to
the culturein which they find themselves. Should they adapt their style to suit theorganisation?
Or should the organisation adapt to suit the style of the projectleader?
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Figure 1: Project Culture Matrix: identifying the type of project leader and style of
leadership that thrives in an organisation's culture

Leadership changes over time
A major project goes throughmultiple stages over time, and its leadership needs can also
change. Initially,it requires someone who can take an idea and shape a project. Then
projectapproval requires a shrewd political and business-orientated leader.

The early stages ofimplementation mean bringing together an even larger, disparate team
tocollaborate on design and procurement. Implementation itself entails a moveinto
performance and then operation. As the project progresses, maintainingmomentum and
keeping on track become more important.
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Eventually, the focus shiftsto project closure, ensuring business readiness and handing over to
the client.At this point, it often moves from being a project to an operating asset, but aleader is
still required to ensure that its overall benefits are delivered.

Individuals have differentexperiences, skillsets and motivations; what is boring to someone at
the earlystages of a project may excite another person. These personal drivers andproject
needs have clearly prompted leadership changes on major projects suchas the Channel
Tunnel, Heathrow Airport?s Terminal 5 and Crossrail.

Developing leaders
It is often assumed thatanointing an individual with the title ?project leader? automatically
conferson them the ability to fulfil that role. Clearly, the reality might bedifferent, so
consideration is needed of how to develop that ability and themany other issues affecting the
leader?s chance of success.

I agree with leadershipexperts Kouzes and Posner , who said that?leadership is a set of skills
and abilities?. They found that leaders who devotemore time and energy to learning then
perform better than those who do not.They said there are many ways to learn to be more able,
but the most importantwas to learn more often. Their data was also clear that learning comes
beforeleading. Project leaders should ask themselves ?Am I devoting sufficient timeand
energy to learning to get better at leading?? and ?Am I making use of allthe opportunities
offered to me??

At CH2M, the outstanding project leaders all exhibit three characteristics: they exemplify the
firm?s values, they instil loyalty and courage into our team and they develop trusting but
challenging relationships with the client. It?s being able to do all of these things every day
that makes them what they are.
Mark Thurston, Regional Managing Director, Europe, CH2M

Ultimately, organisationsuse leadership development programmes to improve the
capabilities they requireof their leaders. An ideal programme should map the multiple
elements involved,and intersperse experiential learning modules with local implementation
groupsand community investment, sharing and collaboration. Support should come
throughmentoring and coaching, with different things done by different people.

Eventually, this must bealigned with project execution, where the leader is able to apply
theirlearning, the project is helping them to develop and the project itself isbenefitting. It is
critical that success criteria for an effective developmentprogramme are identified and
suitable resources allocated, so it is nodifferent from any other project.

Academies
Sadly, leadershipdevelopment nearly always concentrates on training ? it is easy to buy
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andmakes senior management feel as though they have taken positive action. Yet inmany
cases it is impotent and may even be worthless.

McKinsey & Companyhighlighted the importance of taking a broader perspective in its report
The construction productivity imperative ?How to build megaprojects better , in which it
proposed 15 practicesto help improve productivity.

It said: ?One way to deviseand institute these capabilities on a company-wide scale is to set
up anin-house project management academy, as a number of companies with largeproject
portfolios are doing. Good project managers are a rare breed. It is noeasy task to manage
the contractors, engineers, lawyers, procurement specialists,and public relations experts
any big project needs. The best approach is tocombine structured training, including
certification in specific modules, withon-the-job coaching, so that people can apply the skills
they learn.?

Academies acting as a hub forindividual and collective development are an increasingly
popular approach. Incollaboration with Aspire Europe, I developed the Academy
Framework. This hasthree primary and five support elements; the typical organisational
functionsresponsible for each element highlight the need for a concerted approach toensure
success.

As a major projects director, with experience in the infrastructure and technology sectors,
I believe the skills critical to success are three-fold: the ability to drive decision-making in
the ?fog? of project complexity; high emotional intelligence and cognitive aptitude; and to
have fun. If any are missing, it is time to call a taxi!
Paul Mansell, Major Projects Advisor, Impaqt Consulting

Each organisation is uniqueand has different needs, but the elements that need
consideration andinvestment when developing capability are broadly the same. The
Career,Competence and Development elements of the framework are the building blocks
ofany academy and are typically what are developed first. I have found thatorganisations
gain value from training, a key part of the Development element,provided they support
professionals by investing in the other elements at thesame time, as described earlier.

Organisations such as Shell,Amec and NASA invest in academies for a variety of
reasons, including providinga brand for organisational development efforts and hoping for
synergies fromdisparate initiatives. Driving the development of a particular capability
(forinstance ?programmification?, where an academy offers a mechanism to introducethe
new ways of working) is becoming increasingly common as organisations aremore
involved in programmes or major projects.

The future project leaderrole
So what of the future forthe major project leader? Competent and experienced project
leaders who candemonstrate their success will become even more sought-after and
scarce. Thefollowing list came from my research and from Simon Pratt, a leading
executivesearch expert at Grosvenor Clive & Stokes. He is often charged with
findingthese elusive major construction project leaders who have to move:

-

from being constrained byexisting delivery models and mindsets to seeking
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-

disruptive technologies,delivery models and relationships that can improve
the effectiveness andefficiency of the construction process
from delivering outputs andoutcomes to delivering value, both explicit (such as
defined benefits) but alsoimplicit (such as enhanced relationships and trust)
identifying the range of?hard? and ?soft? criteria for success and recognising
the lifetime value ofthe asset created
from rigorously applyingstandardised project and programme management
approaches to working in aflexible way to deal with an increasingly fast-moving
world where customerrequirements are expected or encouraged to change, to
ensure that value isrealised
from being permanently busyand with never enough time to being a reflective
practitioner with theresilience, discipline and emotional intelligence to learn
continuously fromexperience and those around them, and those outside of
construction, to deliversuccess.

Demand for those withleadership capabilities and potential will grow. As an existing or
prospectiveproject leader, you should ask yourself the key questions of whether you
areyou well placed to benefit from the opportunities presented, and how you canmaximise
your chancesof being the inspiration for a future major project casestudy.

Donnie MacNicol is Directorat Team Animation

Further information

-

This article is largelybased on the materials contained in Project Leadership by
Donnie MacNicol andSarah Coleman, published by Gower, 2015
Theconstruction productivity imperative - How to build megaprojects better
,McKinsey, 2015
Related competencies includeLeadership
This feature is taken from the RICS Construction journal April/May 2016
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